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“The COVID-19 pandemic has brought into sharp focus the 
impact that an unhealthy weight can have on people’s health. 
We know families want the healthy choice to be the easy choice, 
and restricting promotions on unhealthy foods will help them 
achieve this.”

– Public Health Minister Jo Churchill, 21 July 2021i

Following this milestone Government public health announcement, from October 2022, promotions will 
undergo a fundamental change in two key aspects. 

• Display space: Less healthy promotions will no longer be in checkouts, store entrances, aisle ends 
and other off-fixture locations. 

• Volume promotions: Stores over 200m2 must phase out volume-driving activity, such as “3 for 2” or 
“Buy One, Get One Free” on HFSS products.  

Manufacturers and retailers face a potential impact on day-to-day operations, product development and 
bottom line. But could these sweeping changes also represent an opportunity to reimagine how food 
stores and brands engage with consumers? 

There are few precedents for this monumental change, nobody to emulate, and no user guide. With 
CHEP’s work with all major retailers and most of their supply chain, we have a unique, data-driven view 
of the grocery space. So, we want to engage with manufacturers and retailers to develop a ‘Store of the 
Future Playbook’ which stimulates ideas about how the industry can adapt and transform. 

This Industry Discussion Paper represents an opening piece in that conversation. 

HFSS: Impact in figures 

5% of sales at risk,
with some categories, 

impacted more than others, 
e.g., chocolate with 14% of 
sales estimated to be lostii.

8,000 off-fixture 
confectionary tin 

displays 
(September 2021) – this stock 
would require c.16,000 bays if 
moved into the aisle next year  

38% of all off-fixture 
displays

impacted across the year 
with more significant impacts 

during seasonal events.
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What challenges 
are in the store?



The critical challenges for company leaders are likely to be a 
combination of:

Consumer selection 

Product presentation 

Space management 

Trading strategy 

Although manufacturers and retailers have these issues in common, they will consider them differently. 
But, a collaboration between manufacturers and retailers is crucial. There can be no lone actors in the 
reimagination of the store. 

Same challenges, different impacts…and many opportunities?

Non-impacted manufacturers Impacted manufacturers Retailers

Under attack from HFSS? 
E.g., space for Christmas health 
and beauty packs could be 
squeezed by chocolate tins.

No access to prominent 
store locations 
Revenues and growth can no 
longer be reliant on prominent 
store locations.

Location, location…
relocation Where shops can 
promote impacted products 
changes overnight. HFSS 
migrates to the aisles and 
leaves behind gaps elsewhere.

Missing an open goal 
Do manufacturers have the 
capacity and marketing know-
how to take advantage of this 
historic opportunity?

Grow and protect space in 
aisles 
Especially with the prospect of 
retailers prioritising their own 
HFSS private label products.

Space squeeze  
Four pallet loads of chocolate 
tins takes-up one whole side of 
an aisle’s shelf volume. Expect 
similar HFSS products to put 
aisles under space pressure.

Greater category 
competition 
Similar products in categories 
are likely to up their game 
as prominent store space 
becomes available, leading to 
more losers than winners. 

Reformulating recipes to 
ensure compliance 
If a brand does so, how without 
incurring a ‘New Coke’-type 
marketing disasteriii?

Staff efficiency  
Replenishment in-fixture 
means more staff time to keep 
products on the shelves than 
wheeling pallets or display 
platforms from stockrooms.
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Redefining the 
aisles



The main theatre of combat for retailers and manufacturers is in the aisles. What areas of innovation 
might retailers and manufacturers consider deploying to maximise the opportunities and mitigate 
threats? 

Going off-fixture to (re)build brands 

Marketing exclusive products, first-to-market launches, and industry-beating deals are critical 
functions of the off-fixture display. The redefinition of aisles sees the opportunity to reinvigorate 
these displays with creativity, like Industry 4.0 technology and different product mixes, such as 
new retailer sponsored meal deals – both explored later. 

For non-impacted goods, there is an opportunity to increase the repertoire of categories off-
fixture or on gondola ends in tandem with responding to new consumer trends in the Covid-
recovery world. Complementary (HFSS compliant) home baking products are obvious off-fixture 
candidates. 

For impacted categories, retailers may look for HFSS-compliant products to go off-fixture, 
potentially sourced from niche suppliers in the SME and start-ups. Niche products tucked away 
on aisle shelving could have a new dawn in prominent locations.    

Create the ‘branded shop in a store’ 

Following the lead of clothing concessions in departments stores, a more creative way of brand 
blocking, aisles could use pre-built brand theatres comprising prefilled modular displays. These 
could help establish impacted products more firmly in aisles while also reducing the pressure on 
shopfloor staff to replenish shelves. Non-impacted manufacturers could consider quarter pallets 
to capitalise on their reduced product promotion capabilities in these categories. 

Smart digital consumer engagement 

JML Ltd is a respected exponent of using rolling media to engage consumers. Their video 
screens moulded into off-fixture prefilled units are trusted by the brand to grow sales.

40% People will eat home-cooked meals as much as before the pandemic, while the 
same number would eat home cooking more often.iv  

“Not only can a video create a bit of instore theatre, but a screen can provide 
useful product information to the consumer who will not only increase dwell-time 
but also relieve pressure on store staff.v”
 
– Ken Daly, Chief Executive, JML Ltd.  
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We have created an example of a store of the future online for retailers and manufacturers to explore 
with many of the opportunities in this Industry Discussion Paper further. 

Visit www.chep.com/hfss

Accelerating the refillable revolution

Refill scheme trials are growing as consumers become more aware of plastic use. For example, 
Asda is stocking over 70 branded and own-brand products loose, such as cereals and pet food, 
in a dedicated refill zone and within specific aislesvi.

There could be an opportunity for impacted brands to invigorate their aisle presentation 
with refills. Beyond sustainability, HFSS brands could trumpet refills to control portion sizes. 
Consumers only buy what they need as part of a balanced diet. 

Photo credit: ASDA

A reimagined store could build upon this effective use of media and use Industry 4.0 technology 
to connect brand and consumer. For example, multi-purpose trackers built into pallet slats could 
push a promotions message according to consumer shopping habits through the Mobile App of 
the store via Bluetooth, such as re-directing consumers in the aisle to visit special offers off-
fixture/ gondolas at prominent store space. 

Visit our virtual store of the future 

Leave your feedback with us – we will publish as many comments as possible on our 
social media.
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Non-impacted 
manufacturers: 
acting on impulse



The future store holds excellent promise for brands that may have been tucked away on the aisle as 
they move into more prominent store space. A reimagination of their place on the shop floor may include 
stimulating the same type of HFSS impulse buying seen for decades. 

Get promotion ready

Brands previously confined to the aisles may require new solutions for display space, formerly 
the preserve of HFSS products, to build their brands. 

Product diversification

There is an opportunity to grow product ranges and deploy creative displays in prominent 
store locations. 

Spot complementary products

Connecting the products in the aisle to those closer to the tills could generate impulse 
buying. For example, if a consumer selects dog treats in an aisle, what could data show the 
manufacturer about which products could be viable impulse buys at the point of sales or 
gondola ends?  

HFSS legislation is going to be a leveller amongst impacted brands: 
industry giants with the largest off-shelf promotional budgets simply 
flooding the shopfloor is no longer an available tactic guaranteed to 
increase volume sales meaning they’ll have to work harder to compete 
and maintain their dominant position from the aisles.

For non-impacted brands the legislation creates an opportunity for them 
to literally come out swinging from the aisles and establish a prominent 
visual messaging in previously unattainable locations. The brands 
with the agility, budgets, insight, and creativity to capitalise upon this 
newfound presence will inevitably be able to drive significant commercial 
benefits.

For retailers there is a need to re-think their selling space to maintain 
HFSS category sales whilst re-engaging their shoppers with existing 
brands in new places. Retailers also have an opportunity to embrace the 
purpose of the legislation and educate consumers through the promotion 
of healthy alternative products.  

Industry perspective: Andrew Wood, ACSW Consulting 
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Impacted 
manufacturers: at 
your convenience



Product reformulation is a route around HFSS. But confectionary products are challenging to perfect. As 
Cadbury discovered, scientific success does not equate to commercial triumph with their Dairy Milk 30 
per cent less sugar. How else can impacted manufacturers respond? 

“I have to say that, in the end, we were a little disappointed by the consumer interest in 
that product. If consumers are going to eat more indulgent products, they want to have 
the real thing. If it’s made with less sugar, it doesn’t guarantee success.vii” 

– Dirk Van de Put, chief executive and chairman of Mondelez,
   October 2021 

• Do convenience different and better; 
since the regulations do not impact stores under 2,000 square feet, prominent store space could 
get new products in front of consumers to actively ‘hunt’ for those products in larger stores in aisles. 
Exploring efficient replenishment techniques, such as prepacked dolly displays, could ensure the 
convenience approach could be executed on a significant scale. 

££5
Average saving per pre-filled 
dolly display compared to filling 
shelves or a fixed display.

60,000 hours
Estimated release of 
convenience store staff hours if 
the whole channel adopted this 
refilling method

• Rationalise ranges; 
the focus on the aisle could encourage brands to increase the breadth in variety and forsake the 
depth of many different sizes of the same product. The result could be more significant brand-
building opportunities and keeping the HFSS presence on the aisle fresh and exciting. 
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The implementation of regulations around the placement and 
promotion of HFSS food and drink, is going to be one of the biggest 
challenges ever seen in the English supermarket sector, with 
significant implications for retailers and both Impacted and non-
impacted suppliers. A great deal of collaboration will be required to 
create the most optimal solution.

Clearly, the regulations will be largely bad news for impacted 
suppliers as they face up to a new way of selling, confined to their 
aisles and without volume promotions, necessitating innovation in 
areas such as reformulation, non-volume promotions and point of 
sale. For non-impacted suppliers, there is now a whole new world of 
opportunity as they can take space vacated by HFSS products at the 
front of stores, on aisle-ends and checkouts. 

For retailers, the challenges are going to be fairly arduous in both 
operational and financial terms. Activating key seasonal events such 
as Easter and Christmas will be a lot more difficult with the new 
restrictions in place and retailers will have to think a lot more smartly 
when it comes to driving sales within the aisles. At the same time, in 
an environment of cost cutting, the implications of these regulations 
might also include disruptions to replenishment, particularly within key 
seasonal trading periods. No longer will they be able to rely on the 
efficiency of pallets and on-floor displays.

It will be fascinating to see how brands and retailers work together to 
create the best solutions for shoppers and maximise sales across the 
store despite the restrictions.

Industry perspective: Bryan Roberts, Retail Cities
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Retailers: nudging 
consumers in 
reimagined stores



First mover advantage implementing the reimagined store of the future could be critical for retailers to 
get ahead of rivals. Although working with brands to generate creativity and innovation is vital, some new 
spins on old tricks are needed. 

• Nudge consumers along; 
the regulations offer a window of opportunity to capitalise upon applying the retailer’s mastery of the 
meal deal to healthy eating promotions and complimentary purchases for healthy lifestyles.

• Make the switch efficiently;  
swapping confectionary with non-food products typically located in seasonal areas is logical. Yet, 
non-food items sell closer to Halloween, Easter or Christmas Day; but HFSS items, like chocolate 
and sweets, disappear over a much broader timeframe requiring regular replenishment. Pre-filled 
displays could lead to strategies to make this process as efficient as possible for store staff. 

Main Dessert Drink

Pre-HFSS 
‘Dine for Two’

Two 8oz Rump 
Steaks with Garlic 
Butter

Eton Mess Trifle
75cl Cabernet 
Sauvignon 14.5%

Post-HFSS 
‘Dine for Two’

Plant-based Not 
Chicken Casserole

Free-from 
Caramel Dessert 
with Almond Milk

75cl 0%
Alcohol-free
Craft Lager
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Contribute to the 
reimagined store 
of the future



The HFSS regulations represent a daunting and exciting time for retailers and manufacturers. Innovation 
and creativity in the aisles end and point of sales to engage with consumers and harness this opportunity 
requires an industry-wide conversation. 

We look forward to you joining the conversation in different ways. 

Shape the debate

1 Visit our virtual ‘Store of the Future’ at www.chep.com/hfss and 
share your views with us. 

2 Register for our HFSS E-Newsletter, keeping you up to date 
with the latest news and information on how the sector is 
adapting.

3 Let us know if you would like to attend one of our forthcoming 
webinars or be considered as a participant in our roundtable 
discussion hosted by POPAI. 

4 Follow us on social media for video clips of industry leaders on 
the frontline of reimagining the store of the future.  
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